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considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when
you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta,
por favor» and your bill will be delivered
to you.

Need to Know

MONEY EXCHANGE: Although
you may have to wait in line for a few
minutes, remember that the banks will
give you a higher rate of exchange than
the exchange booths (caja de cambio).
Better yet, if you have a «bank card»,
withdraw funds from your account back
home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the
worst rates.

I

f you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region,
but never quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help.
Look at the map in this issue, you will note that PV (as the locals call
it) is on the west coast of Mexico, in the middle of the Bay of Banderas,
the largest bay in this country, that includes southern part of the state
of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the south.
Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned
in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna came close on October 25, 2002,
but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 miles
north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian
Islands, thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: Approx. 325,000
inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with
an average of 300 sunny days per year.
The temperature averages 28oC (82oF)
and the rainy season extends from late
June to early October.

allowed under certain circumstances
but fishing of any kind is prohibited.
Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and
manta rays in the winter. During the
summer, sea turtles, a protected species,
arrive to its shores to lay their eggs.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo
hosts a great variety of animal species
such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.

ECONOMY: Local economy is
based mainly on tourism, construction
and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango,
papaya,
watermelon,
pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

SANCTUARIES:
Bahía
de
Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is
the legal currency in Mexico although
Canadian and American dollars are
widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses
with different routes. Current fare is
$6.50 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time
they board another bus. There are no
“transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within
defined zones of the town. Do not enter
a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a
hotel, you may want to check the rates
usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go,
do not let the driver change your mind.
Many restaurateurs pay commissions to
taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
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cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port are usually vans that can only be
boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow cars
that charge by the ride, not by passenger.
When you ask to go downtown, many
drivers let you off at the beginning of the
area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
why walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main
plaza, the Church or the flea market?
Pick up a free map, and insist on your full
value from the driver! Note the number
of your taxi in case of any problem, or
if you forget something in the cab. Then
your hotel or travel rep can help you
check it out or lodge a complaint.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of
Jalisco is on Central Time, as is the
southern part of the State of Nayarit
- from San Blas in the north through
to the Ameca River, i.e.: San Blas,
San Pancho, Sayulita, Punta Mita, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Bucerías, Nuevo
Vallarta, etc.)
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always
check on the cost of long distance
calls from your hotel room. Some
establishments charge as much as U.S.
$7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular
phones from the U.S. and Canada may
be programmed for local use, through
Telcel and IUSAcell, the local carriers.
To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the
person you’re calling. Omit the prefix if
dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping
is usually 10%-15% of the bill at
restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis,
waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Taking a siesta is a Mexican
tradition. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening
until 7 p.m. or later. In restaurants, it is
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WHAT TO DO: Even if your allinclusive hotel is everything you ever
dreamed of, you should experience at
least a little of all that Vallarta has to
offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before
«Planned Tourist Resorts», such as
Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, were
developed. Millions have been spent to
ensure that the original “small town”
flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false
belief that a Mexican vacation must
inevitably lead to an encounter with
Moctezuma’s revenge is just that:
false. For the 17th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded
a certification of purity for human
consumption. It is one of only two
cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of
the water tested at the purification plant
varies greatly from what comes out of
the tap at the other end. So do be careful.
On the other hand, most large hotels
have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water.
If you want to be doubly sure, you can
pick up purified bottled water just about
anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and
American tourists often fall in love with
one of the many stray dogs and cats in
Vallarta. Many would like to bring it
back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If
you would like to bring a cat or a dog
back home, call the local animal shelter
for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good
beginning would be to take one of the City
Tours offered by the local tour agencies.
Before boarding, make sure you have a
map and take note of the places you want
to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the
tour bus takes you. And don’t worry this is a safe place.
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We

started our Facebook page two years ago,
following the advice of Pamela Thompson (of
HealthCare Resources fame) who told us that we
absolutely had to do so.
Although the initial goal was to promote the PV
Mirror City Paper, the site has become a forum for
virtual “friends” from around the world to post their
thoughts, opinions and experiences on a wide range
of topics.
To those of you who expressed their disagreement
with that trend, we say: yes, the printed version of
the Mirror does indeed focus on Puerto Vallarta and
surrounding areas, but that is only due to the lack
of financial resources. If we could, we would be an
international publication!
Our FB page allows us to welcome all our readers,
from wherever they may be. We also believe that it is
a healthy educational process for us to be able to read
what people from other countries (whose common
denominator is their love of Mexico and/or PV) have
to say, even if their views do not agree with ours, and
even if their posts do not deal with Bay of Banderas
matters per se.
As we near the 5,000-friend limit, we will keep you
posted as to which changes we will have to make in
order to comply with Facebook regulations.
In the meantime, we hope you enjoy reading a little
more history, this time on the Olympic Games, just to
get in the mood…
Thank you all for your readership!

Allyna Vineberg
Editor / Publisher
SATURDAY 21
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Just a little note to let you
know that I personally like
your return to your ‘old’ pdf
‘scrolling’ format over the ‘flipit-yourself’ page turner one you
have been using the last few
editions since the birth of your
www.pvmcitypaper.com site. I
hope it is a permanent return.
Also, please tell Anna that
over a meter of rain is 3’-3”+ of
liquid rolling through the calles
and down the hills of Vallarta.
She, being Canadian, probably
just forgot to insert the “-”
between the two threes when
she wrote “...while others were
flooded with over one meter!
That’s 33 inches of water!”
Oops!, she wrote the inches
part out...
Keep up the good work, kids.
Please don’t make us revert to
the (+)(-) method of reading
you e-rag to get the skinny
on what’s going on in Puerto
Vallarta... especially we browneyed-challenged readers.
A Faithful Weekly Reader,
Twig Menne
Dear Twig,
Thank
you
for
your
readership …and your eagleeyed comment. (Anna tells us
she actually meant to write 36
inches.)
We have not changed our
‘flip-it-yourself’ format as
many of our readers enjoy it,
but we do offer the option of
downloading the PDF version
for those who prefer it.
The Ed
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Malecón II ripped out
for repair & restoration

About our cover…

T

he breathtaking photo gracing our
cover this week was taken by Shannon
Hughes, who lives in San Pancho with
his wife Blaze.
The Hughes moved to Mexico about
5 months ago from New Orleans,
Louisiana, and currently own and
operate Zydeco’s in San Pancho.
Zydeco’s is a Cajun restaurant that
has been rated as the Number One
restaurant on the Pacific Coast of
Mexico (out of 1,948) and Number 3
restaurant in Mexico by TripAdvisor!
Shannon is also a gifted wedding and
event photographer. You can see more
of his work at www.foto1111.com And
don’t forget to check out Zydeco’s in
San Pancho on TripAdvisor, then go
feast on their scrumptious dishes! We
intend to.

To the dismay of locals and vacationers alike, the

southern (newer) section of the Malecon is being ripped
up from the Naval Museum all the way to the bridge over
the Rio Cuale. Authorities claim that the work is being
done in order to replace the dangerously worn bricks that
form its floor and to paint the planters – all to improve the
image of the area.
The City began the work last week, at the very start of
the summer holidays in Mexico, and may not be finished
by September. Shop and restaurant owners were advised
that it would take at least 45 days, and be done slowly, in
sections.

(Sources: Mario Alberto Vázquez – vallartavive.com and Gabriela Velasco
– prensaglobal.com)

New administration inherits $1.8 Billion-Peso debt
F

ollowing the receipt of his credentials in Guadalajara
last week, Puerto Vallarta’s new Mayor-elect, Ramón
Guerrero, whose Citizens’ Movement party won the
recent municipal elections, stated that the win was due to
the community being fed up with the obvious lack of so
much, worsened over the last nine years of consecutive
PRI governments.
Guerrero said that his administration will make the
City’s budget public and consider the citizens’ input as
to the application of the resources.
With regard to the municipal debt left by Salvador
González’ administration, he said that “we will go
forward together, to see how we can rescue Puerto
Vallarta from oblivion and return confidence to its
citizens. As a society and government, we will review
the adverse financial scheme…” The $1.8 Billion Peso
debt represents 60% of Guerrero’s municipal administration budget for 2013.
The Mayor-elect added that he intends to maintain close contact with the private and other
sectors so that the metropolitan zone of Puerto Vallarta and Bahía de Banderas will function
with one and the same goal.
He also pointed out that just like all the council members, directors and top level civil
servants, he would receive 20% less than their counterparts did in González’ term in office.
(Source: Leticia Arana – vallartavive.com)
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About the pets…
by GRETCHEN De WITT

“Ayuda a los Animales” (Help
the Animals) is the free mobile
spay/neuter program of PEACE.
The clinics need funding and are
the only solution to the enormous
overpopulation of cats and dogs.
4,000 cats & dogs were sterilized in
the area of the Bay of Banderas in
2011. To donate, please see www.
peacemexico.org PEACE has taxfree status in the U.S., Mexico and
Canada.
www.peacemexico.org
www.facebook.com/Peace.Mexico
Clinics
need:
Funding,
volunteers, locations for our mobile
unit and donations of vet and pet
supplies and used towels, sheets,
collars and leashes.
Sterilizations in Mismaloya
- July 4-7 – Dogs: Females – 35,
Males - 20; Cats: Females – 10,
Males – 2. TOTAL: 67, plus one
terminated pregnancy of a small
dog carrying 4 fetuses.
Donations: $100. Can. from
John Brooks of Newfoundland - for
free clinics. He wrote: “I have been
a lifelong animal lover.

So when I see your efforts (even
though it is such an uphill battle for
you guys) and how much you give
a damn, then I have to be inspired.”
400 pesos from Ron Ragsdale - for
vet expenses for Luna, the rescued
Dachshund.
Clinic pledge:
At the Sea
Monkey dinner on Thursday for our
vets, animal rescuers & volunteers,
Brischa and Ted Borchgrevink
offered to sponsor a clinic in Puerto
Vallarta in the fall. Thank you
to Troy Valens, co-owner of Sea
Monkey and Cheeky Monkey for
his unfailing generosity.
Adopted: In one week, 51 cats
& kittens from AngeliCAT, plus 1
rescued dog that had been in foster
care. “Mona Lisa,” a lactating
female Chihuahua found by Griffin
on the road after being hit by a car.
In just 4 days, the mama dog was
rescued, more than 3,000 pesos
were raised for meds & surgery,
and a permanent home found for
Mona Lisa in Canada – all via the
internet. Mona Kines, a nurse, will
be fostering the dog before Mona
Lisa flies to Canada to her new home
with Amy Sharp, Board member of
MexPup. Surgery reported to have
gone extremely well.
Need rescuing: All the dogs
& cats and the Acopio (local
pound).
Open 8-3 MondayFriday. Telephone: 293-3690. For
photos of lost & found animals and
animals for adoption at the Acopio
and in foster homes: “pv animal”
and “angelicat” pages on FB.
SATURDAY 21
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If interested in adopting, please
contact vance9003@hotmail.com The
government truck from Guadalajara
takes the animals who have been
at the pound the longest back to
Guadalajara for mass electrocution.
Note: It seems it might be less
costly to provide medicines for
euthanasia than to drive a truck
round trip from Guadalajara. It
would certainly be less cruel.
A homeless dog family - mama,
daddy and their four puppies on the
dead end street of Manuel Dieguez.
The closest number in the same
stair is Manuel Dieguez #478 One
turns up Jacarandas from Basilio
Badillo, first left which is Manuel
Dieguez, and it’s up the thin riffled
road about 100 yards and its up the
little stairs on the right. It is a white
condo building 50 yards before the
end of the street (see photo).
Rescued and need homes:
“Luna,” a 2 or 3-year old black
female almost all Dachshund. If
interested, please contact: Laura
Chavez-Halberg at: laura_pvr@
yahoo.com “Capo”, 3-month old
Australian Sheepdog puppy (see
photo). Contact Amelia Montez via
Facebook.
Rescued and need ride: Two
adult cats need to go to their new
home in Vancouver: They can
travel in one carrier together under
an airplane seat. All expenses paid.
Please contact rosiex2@gmail.com
Many photos of animals in foster
homes on “PV Animal page on FB.
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Colina Free Spay/Neuter Clinic
in PV: 429-B Basilio Badillo
(between Jacarandas and Aguacate,
inside Unique ATV Tours location)
. Open Sunday-Wednesday from
9 AM-2 PM. There is also a
collection of rescued kittens,
puppies and adult dogs there
for adoption. This clinic cannot
take more than approximately 10
dogs and cats a day. To make an
appointment, please contact (for
Spanish) Sabrina: 044 (322) 7792377 or Colette (English) 044 (322)
104-6609 - colinapv@hotmail.com
“Ayuda a los Animales” clinic
schedule in Nayarit: July 2528 - San Vicente, August 1 to 4
- Porvenir, 8 to 11- San Jose, 14
to 18 - Del Valle, 22 to 25 - San
Juan, 29 to Sep. 1 - Aguamilpa.
Sept. 5-Oct. 6 - Return to PV for
clinics. To volunteer or for specific
directions: melissa@peacemexico.
org
Addresses and directions
are usually not confirmed until
Tuesday before scheduled clinic
for that week. No food or water
after midnight before bringing
pets to clinic. Minimum age for
sterilization for cats & dogs is 8
weeks. Times: 9 AM-2 PM Wed.Fri. & 9 a.m.-12 noon on Sat. If
lost en route, call: Lalo at 044
(322) 141 103
In PEACE and bliss,
Gretchen@peacemexico.org
www.peacemexico.org
www.gretchen-peace-and-pv.
blogspot.com
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Beyond PV

Maya 2012 Revealed
I

f you do a Google search for
“Dec. 21, 2012” you will see about
169,000,000 results. Not since the
months leading up to “Y2K” has
there been such speculation about
what might happen on a certain
date. For the remaining 2012
editions of Yucatan Today, we
will attempt to enlighten you, and
shatter the myths. The Mayas did
not believe the world would end
on that date.
In an effort to get to the bottom
of it, we read a book which we
highly recommend as a way to
clarify what the Mayas believed

about 2012. At the same time you
will learn about their culture and
about their prophecy. The book
is called “Maya 2012 Revealed:
Demystifying the Prophecy,”
written by Jeanine Kitchel. In a
straightforward, easy style, the
author has shared the results of her
years of research and fascination
with the Mayan people and their
history.
The book is divided into eight
chapters, as follows:
1. Who Were the Maya
2. Breaking the Code
3. The Calendars
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4. Gone Viral: Maya Stellae
and the 2012 Debate
5. 2012ologists:
Who, What, Why?
6. The Milky Way and the
Precession of the Equinoxes
7. Collapse of the Maya
8. Prophecy
Kitchel shares what she
knows about the Mayas and
helps us to understand why we
have been fascinated by their
culture ever since explorers John
Lloyd Stephens and Frederick
Catherwood came across the site
of Copán in Honduras and later
published their book “Incidents
of Travel in Central America,
Chiapas, and Yucatan.” She
explores the mystery surrounding
their abandonment of many of
their sites.
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She explains how important it
has been to be able to decipher
the Mayan code, and helps us to
understand their calendar system.
You may already know that the
date of Dec. 21, 2012 is the end
date of a specific unit of time
which lasts 5125 years, but do you
know what that really means?
You will finally be able to
grasp the Mayas’ phenomenal
understanding of astronomy. Their
concepts of time and space were
linked together in a remarkable
way, which helps to explain almost
everything they did and believed. If
you are seeking true understanding
of the 2012 prophecy, you will
want to read this book.
Jeanine Kitchel lived in Puerto
Morelos, Quintana Roo, for
15 years, and during that time
she devoted herself to learning
everything she could about
the Mayas. She has written for
newspapers and travel guides,
and is also the author of her travel
memoir: “Where the Sky is Born:
Living in the Land of the Maya.”
She has been invited to be the
keynote speaker at the Chabot
Space and Science Center in
Oakland, CA, on December 21,
2012. Both books are available in
paperback and e-format through
iTunes, Amazon, and Barnes &
Noble. From $4.99 USD. Jeanine’s
web site is www.jeaninekitchel.com
(Source: Yucatantoday.com)
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Games

The opening ceremony for the 2012 Olympics in London, England, will be on Friday, July 27th.

A short history of the Olympics
O

nce every four years in ancient times, men from all over Greece
came to compete in a great athletic festival in Elis, in western Greece
(women were not allowed to compete and married women were not
allowed to watch). This was called the Olympic games because the
place was called Olympia. It was a religious festival to honor the
Greek gods Zeus and Hera. The Games were celebrated every four
years without fail. They were so regular that people used them to
date by. They would say, “I was born in the second year of the 24th
Olympiad.”
According to one legend, the ancient Olympic Games were founded
by Heracles (the Roman Hercules), a son of Zeus and Alcmene. Yet
the first Olympic Games for which we still have written records were
held in 776 BCE (though it is generally believed that the Games had
been going on for many years already). At this Olympic Games, a
naked runner, Coroebus (a cook from Elis), won the sole event at the
Olympics, Hippias of Elis, at ca. 400 BC, compiled a list of Olympic
victors, and according to him, the only event at the beginning was a
stadium-length foot race (stade). Originally, the stadium was about
32 meters wide and 192 meters (210 yards) in length, one “stade”,
which gave its name to the footrace of the same distance - which
came from the legend that Hercules, the god of Physical Strength,
could run the same distance in one breath.
The ancient Olympic Games grew and continued to be played
every four years for 1,168 years, until 393 CE when the Roman
emperor Theodosius I, a Christian, abolished the Games because of
their pagan influences.
Approximately 1500 years later, a young Frenchmen named Pierre
de Coubertin began their revival. Coubertin is now known as le
Rénovateur. Coubertin was a French aristocrat born on January 1,
1863. He was only seven years old when France was overrun by the
Germans during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870.
Some believe that Coubertin attributed the defeat of France not
to its military skills but rather to the French soldiers’ lack of vigor.
SATURDAY 21
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After examining the education of the German, British, and American
children, Coubertin decided that it was exercise, more specifically
sports, that made a well-rounded and vigorous person.
Coubertin’s attempt to get France interested in sports was not met
with enthusiasm. Still, Coubertin persisted. In 1890, he organized
and founded a sports organization, Union des Sociétés Francaises de
Sports Athlétiques (USFSA). Two years later, Coubertin first pitched
his idea to revive the Olympic Games. He addressed a meeting of the
Union des Sports Athlétiques in Paris on November 25, 1892, but his
speech did not inspire action. Though Coubertin was not the first to
propose the revival of the Olympic Games, he was certainly the most
well-connected and persistent of those to do so.
Two years later, Coubertin organized a meeting with 79 delegates
who represented nine countries. He gathered these delegates in an
auditorium that was decorated by neoclassical murals and similar
additional points of ambiance.
FRIDAY 27
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Continued previous page...
The Official Olympic Flag - The Olympic rings were designed
by Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the founder of the modern Olympic
Games. The symbol first appeared in a Paris magazine in 1913 and it
was approved at the Olympic Congress in 1914.
De Coubertin originally intended the symbol to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the modern Olympics in 1916, but the Games were
cancelled because of World War I. At the 1920 Olympics in Antwerp,
Belgium, the Olympic flag was hoisted for the first time and the rings
became the official Olympic symbol. The flag has the five rings on a
white background, with no border.
De Coubertin, gave the following explanation of the five Olympic
rings: “These rings represent the five parts of the world won over to
Olympism and ready to accept its fertile rivalries. Also the six colours
(including the background white) thus combined represent those of all
nations, with no exceptions. This is a real international emblem.”
The top three rings are blue, black, and red; the bottom two are
yellow and green. The colors were chosen because every country in
the world uses at least one of them (including the white background)
on its official flag.
It’s often said each ring represents a specific
continent, but the IOC says that isn’t so. For the
record, though, here are the continents that the rings
are said to represent: Blue – Europe, Black – Africa,
Red – America, Yellow – Asia, Green – Oceania.
The rings were first shown on Olympic medals for
the 1928 Winter Olympics, and they’ve appeared
on all Winter Olympic medals since then. However,
they didn’t show up on Summer Olympic medals
until the 1956 equestrian competition, which was
held in Sweden because of Australia’s embargo against bringing
horses into the country. Since the 1976 games in Montreal, they’ve
also appeared on the medals at all Summer Olympics.
The Olympic Motto - In 1921, Pierre de Coubertin, founder of the
modern Olympic Games, borrowed a Latin phrase from his friend,
Father Henri Didon, for the Olympic motto: Citius, Altius, Fortius
(“Swifter, Higher, Stronger”).

At this meeting, Coubertin eloquently spoke of the revival of the
Olympic Games. This time, Coubertin aroused interest.
The delegates at the conference voted unanimously for the Olympic
Games. They also decided to have Coubertin construct an international
committee to organize the Games. This committee became the
International Olympic Committee (IOC; Comité Internationale
Olympique) and Demetrious Vikelas from Greece was selected
to be its first president. Athens was chosen for the revival of the
Olympic Games and the planning was begun.
The very first modern Olympic Games opened in the first week
of April 1896 in Athens, Greece. Since the Greek government had
been unable to fund construction of a stadium, a wealthy Greek
architect, Georgios Averoff, donated one million drachmas
(over $100,000) to restore the Panathenaic Stadium, originally
built in 330 BCE, with white marble for the Olympic Games. As
the Games were not well publicized internationally, contestants
were not nationally chosen but rather came individually and
at their own expense. Some contestants were tourists who happened
to be in the area during the Games. Athletes wore their athletic club
uniform rather than a national team one.
Pole vaulting, sprints, shot put, weight lifting, swimming, cycling,
target shooting, tennis, marathon and gymnastics were all events at
the first Olympics. The swimming events were held in the Bay of
Zea in the Aegean Sea. Approximately 300 athletes participated,
representing thirteen countries.
The word athlete originated from athlos, which means contest.
They came to Olympia and trained for the event for 10 months. A
ten member panel would then examine and assess them on their
parentage, character and physical endowments. The term gymnastics
derives from the Greek word gymnos meaning naked, and the sport in
its modern form evolved during the 19th century.
The modern games were held as follows: 1896 - Athens, 1900 Paris, 1904 - St. Louis, 1906 -Athens (“Unoffficial”), 1908 - London,
1912 - Stockholm, 1916 - Not held (World War I), 1920 - Antwerp,
1924 - Paris, 1928 - Amsterdam, 1932 - Los Angeles, 1936 - Berlin,
1940 and 1944 - Not held (World War II), 1948 - London, 1952 Helsinki, 1956 - Melbourne, 1960 - Rome, 1964 - Tokyo, 1968 Mexico City, 1972 - Munich, 1976 - Montreal, 1980 - Moscow, 1984
- Los Angeles, 1988 - Seoul, 1992 - Barcelona, 1996 - Atlanta, 2000
- Sydney, and 2008 - Beijing.
2012 will be the third time that London hosts the Games, the only
city with that claim to fame.
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The Olympic Oath - Pierre de Coubertin wrote an oath for the
athletes to recite at each Olympic Games. During the opening
ceremonies, one athlete recites the oath on behalf of all the athletes.
The Olympic oath was first taken during the 1920 Olympic Games
by Belgian fencer Victor Boin. The Olympic Oath states,
“In the name of all competitors, I promise that we shall take
part in these Olympic Games, respecting and abiding by the
rules that govern them, in the true spirit of sportsmanship,
for the glory of sport and the honor of our teams.”
The Olympic Official’s Oath was sworn for the first
time in the 20th Olympiad at Munich in 1972. From 1972
onwards at each Olympics, an official or judge of the host
country swears the following oath: “In the name of all the
judges, I promise that we shall officiate in these Olympic
Games with complete impartiality respecting and abiding
by the rules which govern them, in the true spirit of sportsmanship.”
The Olympic Creed - Pierre de Coubertin got the idea for this
phrase from a speech given by Bishop Ethelbert Talbot at a service for
Olympic champions during the 1908 Olympic Games. The Olympic
Creed reads: “The most important thing in the Olympic Games is
not to win but to take part, just as the most important thing in life is
not the triumph but the struggle. The essential thing is not to have
conquered but to have fought well.”
The Olympic Flame - Is a practice continued from the ancient
Olympic Games. In Olympia (Greece), a flame was ignited by the sun
and then kept burning until the closing of the Olympic Games. The
flame first appeared in the modern Olympics at the 1928 Olympic
Games in Amsterdam. The flame itself represents a number of
things, including purity and the endeavor for perfection. In 1936, the
chairman of the organizing committee for the 1936 Olympic Games,
Carl Diem, suggested what is now the modern Olympic Torch relay.
The Olympic flame is lit at the ancient site of Olympia by women
wearing ancient-style robes and using a curved mirror and the sun.
The Olympic Torch is then passed from runner to runner from the
ancient site of Olympia to the Olympic stadium in the hosting city.
The flame is then kept alight until the Games have concluded. The
Olympic Torch relay represents a continuation from the ancient
Olympic Games to the modern Olympics.
The Olympic Hymn - Played when the Olympic Flag is raised, it
was composed by Spyros Samaras and the words added by Kostis
Palamas. The Olympic Hymn was first played at the 1896 Olympic
Games in Athens but wasn’t declared the official hymn by the IOC
until 1957.
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The Medals - The Olympic medals are designed especially for each
individual Olympic Games by the host city’s organizing committee.
Each medal must be at least three millimeters thick and 60 millimeters
in diameter. Also, the gold and silver Olympic medals must be made
out of 92.5 percent silver, with the gold
medal covered in six grams of gold. The
last Olympic gold medals that were made
entirely out of gold were awarded in 1912.
The First Opening Ceremonies - The
first opening ceremonies were held during
the 1908 Olympic Games in London.
Opening Ceremony Procession Order
- During the opening ceremony of the
Olympic Games, the procession of athletes
is always led by the Greek team, followed
by all the other teams in alphabetical order (in the language of the
hosting country), except for the last team which is always the team of
the hosting country.
A City, Not a Country - When choosing locations for the Olympic
Games, the IOC specifically gives the honor of holding the Games to
a city rather than a country.
IOC Diplomats - In order to make the IOC an independent
organization, the members of the IOC are not considered diplomats
from their countries to the IOC, but rather are diplomats from the
IOC to their respective countries.
First Modern Champion - James B. Connolly (United States),
winner of the hop, step, and jump (the first final event in the 1896
Olympics), was the first Olympic champion of the modern Olympic
Games.
The First Marathon - In 490 BCE, Pheidippides, a Greek
soldier, ran from Marathon to Athens (about 25 miles) to inform
the Athenians the outcome of the battle with invading Persians. The
distance was filled with hills and other obstacles; thus Pheidippides
arrived in Athens exhausted and with bleeding feet. After telling the
townspeople of the Greeks’ success in the battle, Pheidippides fell
to the ground dead. In 1896, at the first modern Olympic Games,
held a race of approximately the same length in commemoration of
Pheidippides.
References: Allen Guttmann, The Olympics: A History of the Modern Games (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press, 1992) 8, and other sources on the World Wide Web.
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Vallarta Voices

by ANNA REISMAN

M

y original intention this week
was to devote the entire column
to the breathtaking thunderstorms
we’ve been getting every evening
recently. In fact, I was going to
start it with “It was a dark and
stormy night…”, remembering a
post on one of the local forums /
bulletin boards many, many years
ago, where someone wrote about
how much he loathed reading my
weekly blather, adding that all one
had to do to see how self-centered I

was, was to count the number
of times I used the word “I”.
Despite the fact that no one forced
the gentleman to read my writings,
I wondered… how is one supposed
to express one’s personal opinions
without using the appropriate
personal pronoun? But I digress…
I also remembered a letter to
the editor we received long time
describing the summer storms in
Puerto Vallarta… expressed so very
beautifully. However, the letter
dealt with the effect these storms
have on humans, but it didn’t get
into the physical (as in physics)
effects of the thunder and lightning
that accompany these awesome,
marvelous meteorological events.
Having spent most of my adult life
up in Montreal, I was lucky to see
the northern lights at this time of
year, often. They appear surreal,
like something out of a science
fiction movie, that’s true, but they’re
quiet, totally silent, just undulating
up there, way up in some layer of
the atmosphere, in soft folds of
turquoise and blues. It’s a “sound
& light” show ...without the sound.
Vallarta thunderstorms, on the
other hand, are anything but quiet.
They are full-fledged shows sound, lights, action! The thunder
reverberates against the mountains
that surround the bay, amplifying
the noise many times over.
Sometimes it feels so very close,
as if the lightning that preceded
it hit the tree next door. And the
lightning here dances between the
cumulonimbus clouds ...parallel
to the horizon, not vertically like
the “common” kind! Sometimes it
SATURDAY 21

starts at one end of the bay
and streaks across to the
other.
Meanwhile,
those
streets in Vallarta that
have been the topic
of discussion for the
various
successive
administrations over
so many years continue
to flood every time we
get a big downpour. I
saw cars nearly floating on
Francisco Villa Boulevard.
By next morning, the sun comes
out and the steep streets are dry,
but not that boulevard! I have
heard it said that correcting the
problem would involve so much
tearing up of streets around that
area that no administration wants
to even contemplate the cost, both
financial and social. Nevertheless,
someone will have to do something
sometime. Maybe mañana... And
maybe mañana, the buses and taxis
will remember that people –locals
and tourists- are the ones they soak
as they race through those flooded
streets with complete impunity.
Before I forget, thank you to all of
you who send me emails to inform
me of their encounters with frogs,
especially the gentleman who
wrote that he couldn’t walk through
his patio because a whole bunch of
those cute little guys were having
a fiesta there, between the street
and his front door. After I finished
laughing at the image it conjured
up in my mind, I recommended that
he shuffle his feet, slowly, so as not
to step on one of those endangered
little amphibians by mistake.
Still on little creatures, I miss the
fireflies! What wondrous creatures
they are! Years ago, they used to
be all over the place in the summer
time. I used to turn out all the
lights and just sit there, watching
them perform their luminous little
dances. I wonder if they’re on their
way to extinction too, like the bees.
Here’s some trivia for you for
this week: Fireflies were a part
of ancient Mayan mythology,
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often being associated with the
stars. They were also associated
with cigar smoking and may have
had at least one representative
in the pantheon of Mayan gods.
The ancient Chinese sometimes
captured fireflies in transparent
containers and used them as
lanterns, short term of course.
Another bit of (local) trivia:
It’s been exactly four years since
they installed parking meters
downtown, followed by the closedcircuit video cameras… Whatever
happened to them?
Personally, I found that project
a little unnerving, to say the least.
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not one of
those many exhibitionists I’ve seen
around town. No video “watcher”
in city hall is ever going to see me
walking around the Malecon in a
G-string. (I would never subject
anyone to such a scary sight.)
However, this is getting very close
to George Orwell’s vision of 1984,
a little delayed perhaps, but still
unnerving. It’s okay to promote
Vallarta all over the world with
Big Brother episodes filmed in
luxurious villas up in ritzy Conchas
Chinas, but that’s where I draw the
line.
On the other hand, if the system
was going to function as well as
the video cameras they supposedly
installed in the police’s patrol cars a
few years ago, then we had nothing
to worry about. They were never
put into operation, despite all the
hullabaloo that was made about
them at the time. Perhaps there was
no one at city hall who could read
the instructions…
By the time you read this, the
Olympic Games should be in full
swing and I’ll be glued to my TV again. I just hope and pray that no
unpleasant events take place. May
the best athletes win!
I wish you all a wonderful week,
filled with sunshiny days, and
thunder-filled nights. Hasta luego.
sheis@ymail.com

Good Bites

Readers’ Choice 2012 winners

T

he VirtualVallarta.com Readers’ Choice Awards is an annual poll conducted by
Vallarta Lifestyles Publishing Group on its website, VirtualVallarta.com, in which
website visitors are encouraged to cast their votes on their favorite Puerto Vallarta
restaurants.
This year, votes for PV’s favorite eateries arrived steadily ever since this season’s
balloting began. What made the last two editions of the annual survey particularly
enticing is the way restaurant owners took matters into their own
hands by promoting voter participation through email campaigns,
links on Facebook pages, their own websites and other creative
methods.
Increased awareness implies that they must also endeavor even
more to deliver their goods, enhancing the experience for those
who have discovered our destination’s spectacular restaurant
diversity. It doesn’t matter how much owners may boast about
their venue or specific dishes that they serve. Ultimately, it’s their
guests that will know the difference between something that’s not
so good, good, or the best. Here is a list of all Readers’ Choice
2012 winners, with our sincere congratulations to all …and all
the runners-up too!
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Best Gourmet: Café des Artistes
Best Moderate: No Way José
Best Inexpensive: El Brujo
Best Service: No Way José
Best Riviera Nayarit: La Dolce Vita
Best New Restaurant: India Gate
Best Wine Selection: Café des Artistes
Best Coffee Shop: Dee’s Coffee Company
Best Breakfast: Fredy’s Tucan
Most Romantic: Hacienda San Angel
Best Outdoor: Daiquiri Dick’s
Best Sunset View: La Palapa
Best Takeout: Mikey’s Deli
Best Mexican: El Arrayán
Best Italian: La Dolce Vita
Best Asian: Archie’s Wok
Best Grill & Steak House: Thierry’s Prime
Best Taquería: Takos Pancho’s
Best Seafood: El Barracuda
Best Spanish: Barcelona Tapas
Best Bakery: Pie in the Sky
Best Margarita: Daiquiri Dick’s
Best Martini Bar: Garbo
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EL ARRAYÁN WINS
“BEST MEXICAN”
FOR THE 8TH YEAR
IN A ROW!
EL ARRAYÁN, Puerto
Vallarta’s favorite Mexican
restaurant, has once again won
over the hearts and taste buds of
local residents and visitors alike,
winning the virtualvallarta.com
Reader’s Choice Awards for
“Best Mexican” for the 8th year
in a row.
Serving authentic Mexican
food in Puerto Vallarta, made
from fresh regional ingredients,
EL ARRAYÁN has established
itself as a friendly, fun restaurant
with mouth-watering dishes.
Owners Carmen Porras
and Claudia Victoria are
both familiar faces at EL
ARRAYÁN, and can always be
found greeting guests.
Chef Alfonso Corona has
added his signature touch to
classic EL ARRAYÁN recipes
as well as creating his own
special dishes and appetizers.
Come check out EL
ARRAYÁN’S
fantastic
cocktail list or enjoy a glass
of wine from the choice of
delicious and affordable wines,
handpicked by Claudia for your
enjoyment.

Good Bites

There’s more to our history
than just great flavors
S

ometimes we all need more
than just chips, guacamole and
margaritas.
Archie’s Wok
is your haven for bold and
innovative flavors to get you
out of that Mexican rut!
Since 1986, Archie’s Wok
has been legendary in Banderas
Bay for serving-up original cuisine influenced by the exotic flavors
of Thailand, China, and the Philippines. Archie’s helped establish
the culinary foundation of Puerto Vallarta and continues to be one of
the bay’s most beloved, longtime established restaurants.
It all began in 1976 when Archie was asked to become Hollywood
director John Huston’s private chef at his personal retreat on
Banderas Bay’s south shore. Only reachable by boat, Las Caletas
(The Coves) was John Huston’s rustic jungle villa by the sea.
A world of flavors: “Having feasted around the globe, I can
appreciate this wizardry. You bring the Orient, indeed the world,
to my table in the middle of the Mexican jungle. Marvelous flavours
- I applaud you, Archie!” Written by John Huston to Archie at
Playa Caletas, 1981. Today, his family upholds Archie’s legacy
of presenting a world of flavors at this tranquil Asian-inspired
restaurant.
So when you finally say “no more tacos”, head on over to Archie’s
Wok and discover a world of flavors. Named “Best Asian” in
Vallarta for the past 7 years. Ask about their “gluten free” options.
Open Monday through Saturday from 2 to 11 p.m. The ever-popular
d’Rachael continues to perform classical and contemporary music
on harp, flute & vocals each Friday and Saturday evenings from
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. Located in Vallarta’s South Side at 130 Francisca
Rodriguez. You know the street, the one that meets the new pier.
Tel.: 222-0411. No reservations needed.

Been there…
Coco’s Kitchen – “…
enchanting, romantic atmosphere,
welcoming, calm and relaxing no
matter where you sit… some of
the best breakfast / brunches in
town… eclectic and appealing
dinner menu… dishes to titillate
the palates of the most discerning
diners... succulent homemade
desserts, and the espresso is
perfect too.” 122 Pulpito, tel.:
223-0373.
Hacienda
Alemana
Frankfurt - “A beautiful openair garden setting... portions
are huge... the Apfelstrudel
rated an “A”... authentic good
and hearty German fare at
unbelievably reasonable prices
in an unexpectedly delightful
little tropical oasis of peace and
serenity...”
Hacienda San Angel - “…
breathtakingly
beautiful,
a
visual treat… the 180o view
is absolutely spectacular…
The menu is not extensive, but
every item has obviously been
selected with great care. Service
is superb, attentive and subdued,
the atmosphere is elegant, yet
comfortable, making the guests
feel as if they are dining in a
wealthy, close friend’s hacienda
of yesteryear.” 336 Miramar, tel.:
222-2692.
Trio – “Rich woods, frescoes
reminiscent of Tuscany and
trompe l’oeil details, comfortable
upholstered
chairs,
crisp
white tablecloths and napkins,
glistening tableware, and the
most mouth-watering aromas
wafting by as the courteous,
efficient wait staff comes in
carrying one succulent dish after
another… The Mediterranean
fare and décor of this Five Star
Diamond Award winner stand
alone in Vallarta.”

EL ARRAYÁN, named a
AAA 3 Diamond restaurant, is
Downtown at 344 Allende, just
a short stroll from the Malecon.
Open Wednesday to Monday,
5:30 to 11 p.m. Closed on
Tuesdays. Reservations at 2227195 and now online at www.
elarrayan.com.mx
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The 7 Arts

by JOE HARRINGTON

Ice Age: Continental Drift

This is the fourth movie in this

series starring Ray Ramano as the
wooly mammoth.
Once again the avaricious Scrat
– the Scrooge of acorns - steals the
show.
It’s not fair to judge these types
of movies with an adult’s eyes and
mind. I was rather bored, thinking
that I had seen many very similar
scenes in the other three movies.
But how do you rate the titter of
laughter coming from the under
ten-year old set in the crowd?
And there were many times that
it wasn’t a titter, rather full-blown
laughs.
The story in 25 words or more:
Scrat, in his endless pursuit of
another acorn, starts a crack in the

glacial ice that splits one continent
into many, causing our hero Manny
to be separated from his mate and
daughter. He, Granny and Sid are
off on an adventure to try to reunite
with their loved ones.
The problem is that the whole
thing seems incredibly forced.
They run up against a pirate and his
rag-tag band. And the situations
this creates are not very funny. I
felt like all I was doing was waiting
for the next snippet featuring Scrat
to show up. Even there the ending
starry this prehistoric creature is
also rather lame and predictable.
Rotten Tomatoes Meter gave
this a 40% rating and even there
the top critics who gave it the nod
were tepid stamp of approval.
For example: Betsy Sharkey,
Los Angelus Times, wrote: “The
dialogue is sometimes too sluggish
and definitely too preachy, the
ending is a little too sappy, yet
somehow this strange collection
of prehistoric critters and their
completely illogical life are
consistently likable, if not quite
lovable.” Not exactly a standing
ovation. On the other side of the
aisle we have Claudia Puig of USA
Today: “This fourth installment
featuring the computer-animated,
prehistoric critters is aimless and
derivative. While the first Ice Age
movie in 2002 was inventive and
cute, there’s far too little here
that’s fresh.” Ouch.
SATURDAY 21
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As long as I’m at it quoting
other people, I feel I cannot leave
out the icon of all icons involving
us critics – Roger Ebert of the
Chicago-Sun Times, who wrote:
“The characters are manic and
idiotic, the dialogue is rat-a-tat
chatter, the action is entirely at the
service of the 3-D, and the movie
depends on bright colors, lots of
noise and a few songs in between
the whiplash moments.” Double
ouch.
Ebert’s
absolutely
correct
about the songs. The only one
I liked was the one used at the
end while the credits rolled. All
the critters sing “We are family.”
And right before that, when Scrat
is destroying what looks like an
acorn Atlantis, the music is from
Beethoven’s masterpiece Ninth
Symphony, fourth movement, Ode
to Joy. Sensational.
Recommendation: Don’t go to
this without bringing at least one
child along with you. Otherwise
it’s a waste of time.
On a much sadder note the movie
industry over the past couple of
weeks lost three great people:
Ernest Borgnine, Andy Griffith
and Nora Ephron.
When most of us think of Andy
Griffith we think of either the
lovable sheriff or the crusty lawyer.
But if you want to see just how fine
an actor this man was just watch a
double feature starring him in No
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Time for Sergeants and Face in the
Crowd. In the latter movie he plays
a hillbilly radio announcer who’s
one of the worst bad guys I can
think of who doesn’t kill anyone.
Ernest Borgnine started his
career as the simple, yet lovable,
Marty. Somehow after that start
he got way more roles playing a
bad guy than a good guy. Made no
difference, he always delivered.
Then we have Ephron, the
master of the one liner. Ask to
name one line from When Harry
Met Sally and most people will
respond: “I’ll have what she’s
having.” This marvelous woman
was nominated for three Academy
Awards for best original movie
– the above mentioned Harry,
Sleepless in Seattle and Silkwood.
But this woman was more than
a screenwriter. If you haven’t
read Heartburn, then I heartily
recommend it. One last thought
on this remarkable woman, she
was often heard repeating the
following statement to women:
“Be the heroine of your own story,
not the victim.” Amen.
Joe is an internationally
published true crime writer and
documentary filmmaker. You can
send him comments or criticism at
JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com.
Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Health Matters

Body & Sol
by KRYSTAL FROST
organic-select@hotmail.com

Natural Sweeteners… Agave Nectar and Stevia

When

the Spaniards arrived,
they took the juices from the Agave
and fermented them, leading to
the drink we now call Tequila.
But there is a more interesting
use for this historic plant: Natural
sweeteners that don’t raise blood
glucose levels and are suitable for
diabetics and any of us who want a
little sweetness without the sugar
rush.

Agave (ah-gah-vay) nectar is
one. Agave nectar comes from
the cactus-like plant right here in
Mexico. I am sure you have seen
the blue agave fields on the way to
Guadalajara, or San Sebastian. A
sweet sticky juice which is nearly
90% fructose, is sweeter (1.4 times
sweeter) than table sugar so less is
needed, and because it is a natural
form of fructose, doesn’t raise
blood glucose levels. The first
habitants of America discovered
the many properties of the agave
plant, thousands of years ago,
which has been used in a great
variety of uses, included food,
beverages and clothing.
It’s a fact that recently the Agave
plant has been recognized for its
exceptional sweetener properties.
Today its properties have been
exploited and developed for the
masses. Agave Nectar is the
natural caloric sweetener with the
lowest glycemic index.
SATURDAY 21

Under medical control it can
be used by diabetic people (Type
II, non-insulin dependant). With
only 45 calories and 11 grams of
carbohydrates per tablespoon, it’s
a healthy way to sweeten.
Due to its perfect sugars
relation along with oligo-organics
(characteristic of the Agave
plant), Agave nectar mixed with
citric juices might be considered
as a natural laxative, relieving
constipation problems.
The Agave nectar’s oligo-organic
contents help the well functioning
of gall bladder, helping the break
down of fats. Its organic contents
also work against the blocking
of arteries and veins due to high
cholesterol levels. Agave nectar
enhances flavors, keeping the
perfect flavor for a longer period
of time.
In historic Mexico, agave was
considered a sacred plant. The
Indians believed the liquid from
this plant purified the body and
soul. When the Spaniards arrived,
they took the juices from the agave
and fermented them, leading to
the drink we call Tequila, which is
popular all over the world it seems.
Agave is awesome, the lighter
agave nectar is more mild. It doesn’t
alter the flavor of smoothies, tea
or coffee. It looks like honey, but
without as much viscosity thereby
retaining moisture which makes it
great for baking also.
Stevia comes from a leaf in
Paraguay and is 30 times sweeter
than sugar. Native Indians of the
Guarani Tribe in Paraguay have
used Stevia leaves as a sweetener
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for over 500 years since preColumbian times. Stevia has been
used in Japan too - for decades.
The leaves of the stevia plant
are amazingly sweet and, like
agave nectar, keep blood glucose
levels stable instead of spiking
to oblivion. Stevia has many
excellent properties. The body
does not metabolize the sweet
glycosides from the stevia leaf or
any of its processed forms so there
is no caloric intake.
Wow!
Stevia can be found in health
food stores and some of our local
grocery stores in bulk as crushed
green leaf, in tincture form as a
liquid, or processed as a white
powder resembling powdered
sugar. Stevia can be used in
baking, to sweeten tea, coffee or
smoothies, and is an excellent all
around alternative to sugar.
Agave nectar can be found at
health food stores and Organic
Select.
Now that I have terrified you
all with the artificial sweetener
information I wrote about a few
weeks ago, here are a couple
of true alternatives to the sugar
addition and high: Agave nectar
and stevia – two ways to satisfy the
sweet tooth without the sugar high
or chemical rush.
Krystal Frost is a long time resident
of Puerto Vallarta. Graduate of
University of Guadalajara, and
specialized in cosmetic acupuncture
at Bastyr University in Washington
State. She is the owner of Body & Sol
for over 15 years where she practices
traditional
Chinese
medicine,
acupuncture, massage therapy,
yoga, meditation and nutritional
counseling. She has created healing
programs for individuals, retreats
and spas. Questions and comments
may be directed to
organic-select@hotmail.com

Nature’s World

Meet the Mandevilla
by PAUL SANDERS

Mandevilla

is
a
spectacular trailing plant
with deeply corrugated
leaves and showy pink
trumpet flowers. It can be a
best friend in your garden or
constant complainer. With
the proper care it can be the
former.
Also known as Brazilian
Jasmine, Scarlet Pimpernel,
and Red Riding Hood, we
will be concerned mostly
with the two most popular,
Mandevilla
“Alice
du
Pont”
and
Mandevilla
“Splendens”.
Alice du
Pont is a woody, twining
evergreen vine. It can grow
to a height of 20 feet, but is
much shorter when grown
in a container. The leaves
are dark green, glossy, oval
and 3 to 8 inches long. Clusters of
bright pink flared, trumpet-shaped
flowers appear throughout the
growing season.
Splendens is an evergreen similar
to “Alice” with the same bloom
period. The plants are somewhat
smaller. The leaves, rather than
being deeply veined, are smooth
and smaller. The flowers are pale
pink when they open, with rosepink eyes. As the flowers age,
their color deepens to rose.
This plant does very well in
macetas (pots), hanging baskets,
and performs beautifully with a
trellis for support.

Here in the Bay of Banderas
it can be grown indoors with
moderate success if it receives
bright light and good ventilation.
It must be protected from direct
sun with a sheer curtain.
It requires extremely good
drainage, so choose a soil with lots
of humus, but also sand and gravel
to help the water run through.
Never let it stand in water, as the
roots will rot, and that will be the
end of your plant.
In other parts of the country
they must be protected from cold
weather, but here the enemy is our
heavy rains bringing too much
water.
SATURDAY 21
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If the plants in pots or hangers
can be protected from the
onslaught of rain while the vines
are free to “reach out,” you stand
a good chance of keeping them
going until next season.
Mandevilla bloom on new
growth, so if you keep them
pinched back all the time they will
not bloom. Pinch, trim, and then
let them reach out and flower. The
blossoms occur in the late spring
and continue into the fall. If they
survive the rain they will just keep
on blooming. Then they will rest
after the blooming period. The
leaves will turn brown and drop.
This is natural. Trim them back
and wait for the new growth.
The vine-like plants can be
propagated
from
hardwood
cuttings. This is the older part of
the plant, not the new growth. A
rooting hormone helps get them
started, and the new growth should
appear in about 4 weeks. This
plant is anxious and will bloom
when it is quite young.
Mandevillas like sun, but should
be protected from our extreme
direct sun. Plant them under an
overhang or beneath a large open
tree. This will give them the sun
protection they need.
If you have successfully held
over a plant from last year, as
soon as it starts to show signs of
life again, trim it back and remove
any and all dead leaves. The dead
stems and leaves are a mortal
enemy to the new growth and
harbor insects and fungi that will
attack your new shoots. Make sure
they are well drained, and go easy
on the water until the plants get a
good start.
The
big
problem
with
Mandevillas, aside from the
drainage, is that pests love them,
especially mealy bugs, scales,
whiteflies and red spider mites.
These can be controlled with
constant treatment of a commercial
insecticide or detergent and water
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at a ratio of 1 or 2 tablespoons
detergent to a liter of warm water.
Don’t wait for evidence; just put
them on a schedule, say once a
week. Spray in the evening so they
dry before the sun hits. Get the
tops and the bottoms of the leaves
and all the nooks and crannies of
the stem. It is always a good idea
to spray the top of the soil at the
same time in case some of those
critters are hiding in the soil.
Fertilizer should be applied
every two weeks. A food high in
phosphorus such as a 10-20-10
will encourage the plant to bloom.
Should you want to transplant a
Mandevilla, care is the word. If in
transplanting you lose or disturb the
roots, trim the plant accordingly.
The plant can not support lush
growth without the roots to help.
Not to worry, they recover very
quickly. Don’t fertilize a newly
transplanted plant. Give it a week
or two to get acquainted with its
new home, and do not over water.
Although I have only mentioned
the two varieties above, there is
much progress in the hybridizing
of this plant.
Mandevillas are such a showy
“happy” flower in your garden
atmosphere that even if you have
to treat them as an annual and
replace them each year, it is well
worth it. They are moderate pesos
for the “show stopping” display
they extend. Give “Mandy” at
try, she deserves a place in your
garden. Make her happy and she
will return the favor.
Till next time… keep your plants up!
Paul Sanders has retired from the
retail flowers business in Pacific
Palisades and Malibu, California,
and the nursery business he ran on
Santa Catalina Island. He was a
founding member of the American
Institute of Floral designers, A.I.F.D.
Today, Paul lives full time in Puerto
Vallarta. If you have any questions or
comments, you may contact him via
avineberg@yahoo.com
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Fish Tales

Tournaments and hurricanes,
everything is normal,
fishing still outstanding!
Written by STAN GABRUK

As we move deeper into summer we are beginning to see the

summer patterns take hold. Rain in the evenings on most days.
The days have been a little cooler than normal with heavier
and cooler rain. The fishing is great, plain and simple, but the
conditions are changing by the day. Large Yellowfin Tuna have
moved out for the moment, but they’re out there, you just have
to find them. Sailfish and Marlin are picking up, but nothing
automatic. Summer in Puerto Vallarta: World Class Fishing in
a World Class Location.
Those who think about catching a world class gamefish will
be glad to hear that we have fish and I mean everywhere when
you consider the number of great fishing grounds here in PV.
The Bay is alive with smaller Dorado, I wish they were bigger,
but what we have is fun and tasty. Running about 15 to 20 lbs.,
the Dorado in the bay are not large by any means. But they’re
here and they are abundant. Just remember to throw the small
ones and the females back, amigos. Sailfish in front of Yelapa,
Football Tuna in the 40-pound range are also in the area. So
a short day in the bay can be fantastic for those looking for a
short day or have a smaller budget. Well worth the time for first
timers fishing in PV.
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The point of Punta Mita is also seeing larger numbers of
Sailfish, mostly Sailfish. I guess we shouldn’t complain for
having great species like this in the area. But we also know
we should be seeing larger numbers of Dorado but for some
reason we are not. It could be because the water temperatures
are hovering a little low for July, in the 82 to 84-degree range.
But my friends in Cabo tell me they’re running cooler water
temperatures than normal as well. When we see warm currents
moving in, we’ll see more and larger Dorado. They’re coming,
you’ll have to be patient.
The Marieta Islands were a little disappointing last week. Yes
there are Sailfish all over the area between here and El Moro.
Yes you’ll find Snappers, Skip Jack Tuna, Bonito, Needle fish
and more. But with no Dorado in the area, it’s like playing
cards with a few cards missing from the decks.
El Banco and Corbeteña are still running with Black and
Blue Marlin in the minimum ranges around 300 to 500 lbs.
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Fish Tales
Not bad, but not what we would consider big or trophy-sized.
Yellowfin Tuna in the larger sizes over 100 lbs. have left the
building this week. Why, well who really knows why. We can
speculate… the good news is there are tons of Football sized
Tuna around the high spots at El Banco and Corbeteña is also
bait city. So again, conditions like this are always temporary so
keep an ear open before heading out.
Tips and gratuities on fishing boats have gone from being
optional to expected. Many crew members work mostly or
entirely for tips and most will work as hard as they can to
impress you. Like any gratuity, however, if you receive bad
service it is well within your right to withhold some or all of
the crews’ tips.
The customary gratuity is 15-20% of the price of a charter.
In other words, $100 for every $500 you spend. If the crew has
gone considerably far out of their way for you, you may tip
more, just like in a restaurant.
Some people like to associate a gratuity with how much
fish they catch. Certainly, if you’re catching a lot of fish that
Captain and mate are working extra hard to get the fish in, bait
new lines, and filet it back on the dock. Having said that, if you
do not catch a lot of fish, it doesn’t mean that the crew wasn’t
good or didn’t work hard to make your trip enjoyable. Sadly,
there are days where the fish just aren’t biting and that’s why
they call this sport fishing and not catching, it’s not always the
crew’s fault.
If you don’t catch a lot of fish and are considering an
appropriate gratuity, consider how far out of their way did
the crew go to try and find the fish or entertain you in other
ways. Did the captain move the boat around in search of fish?
Did the mate try different techniques, perhaps with different
equipment or bait? If the answer is yes, than the crew likely
did everything they could, and may have even worked harder
than on an ordinary day. In this case, it would be appropriate
to give them a generous tip.
If, on the other hand, you didn’t catch fish, the crew was
sour, or didn’t do anything to try and find the fish, than you
probably have a good case for withholding a gratuity.
22 million visitors with ¨deaf¨ ears came to Mexico last year,
a record year for tourism even with the news. Mexico is making
deals, amigo, the price(s) are right if you have the time and
inclination. In the meantime, take a look at the following video
and hopefully we’ll see you here soon with a finned fantasy
on the end of your line… http://theintelhub.com/2012/06/29/
tourism-booms-in-mexico- as-crime-rises/
Until next time, don’t forget to kiss your fish…
Master Baiter’s has changed its location to a larger shop
in Marina Vallarta on the Boardwalk in front of Dock D.
Facing the water, turn to your right and we’re down four doors
SATURDAY 21
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or so from Las Palomas Restaurant, behind the grassy area in
the Puesta Del Sol complex. Come in and say hello. Please tell
your friends where they can find us!
You can come be a ¨Fan¨ on Facebook here: http://
www.facebook.com/pages/Master-Baiters-SportfishingTackle/88817121325 Looking forward to meeting you online!
Reports, Fish Pic of The Day, Local information, Tournament
information and all that good stuff that keeps you informed and
not wasting your time or money on B.S., if you know what I
mean. Also Facebook Fans get special perks you won’t find in
my reports.
Remember, at Master Baiter’s Sportfishing and Tackle,
“We Won’t Jerk You Around!” If you have any questions on
any subject regarding fishing or Puerto Vallarta, feel free to
ask at my email: CatchFish@MasterBaiters.com.mx Web page:
www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle is
protected under trade mark law and is the sole property of Stan
Gabruk.
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Real Estate

Important clauses in real estate
purchase contracts
Here are some samples:

by HARRIET MURRAY

This is only portion of an offer to purchase. You can see it is formally in Spanish and the English is a courtesy.
This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices and my personal experiences.
I recommend that each potential buyer or seller of real estate conduct his own due diligence and review.

Harriet Murray can be reached at harriet@casasandvillas.com
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Hi-Tech

Tweaks & Tips for Your Computer
L

et’s face it. Most computers out there could
use an upgrade. Either hardware or software will
probably need some attention. Unless you’ve
bought your computer in the last year, chances are
something is out of date. Frankly, if your computer
is more than two years old, you’re in danger of
being left behind as technology marches forward.
The good news is that there are ways to keep up
with today’s technology without having to start
over completely.
On the hardware side, two inexpensive upgrades
you can give you computer is memory and storage space. Memory
helps the processor run the programs and your operating system.
Right now, the price of memory is at historic lows, so there’s no
excuse to not throw another 1 GB of memory into your baby!
With all the digital photos and videos people are getting into these
days, that old 40GB hard drive that was common a few years ago, is
not going to get you through the crunch. You can add another hard
drive to your system for as little as $85US for a 250 GB or $130US
for a 500GB hard drive.
While adding a new hard drive you can consider doing a full reinstall of your operating system. I find my computer gets more and
more bogged down over time with programs that I may have tried
once and never got around to uninstalling. Even with an uninstall,
parts of the program still get left over and can cause hiccups in your
computer. I personally reinstall my system about once a year.
Reinstalling your system is a bit of a pain to do back-ups of data,
and then reinstall all my favorite programs, but the increase in
speed and performance makes you feel like you have a brand new
computer!
On the thought of uninstalling programs, that’s the next
recommendation. Go to the control panel and select Add/Remove
programs. Go through the list and take out the old Mahjong or
solitaire program you never play anymore.
Be careful not to take out just any program. Just because you’ve
never heard of a program in the list, doesn’t mean it’s not a necessary
program. You may find your wireless mouse missing after a reboot.
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Always best to Google the name
of the program if you’re not
sure about it. You may find it’s
attached to something you do use
after all.
Again on programs, go thru and
make sure you have the latest Windows updates, flash player, Java
and Acrobat Reader. You’d be surprised how many computers I
come across with Acrobat Reader 7.0 still!! Acrobat Reader 10.1.3
just came out. Having these programs up to date will help you when
surfing the internet. Web designers love to include features from the
latest programs in websites. Don’t get left out!!
Make sure your antivirus is up to date and do a
complete scan of your computer weekly. Generally
this can take a couple of hours, so plan it when
you won’t need to chat with Aunt Sally for a few
hours. A nasty spyware or virus can eat up all you
internet bandwidth and/or your computers speed.
Basic housekeeping, folks.
One of the most inexpensive updates you can do
for your computer is the keyboard and mouse. Are
you one of the ones struggling with the letters worn
off the keyboard? Or are you fed up with taking
the mouse ball out again this week to try cleaning
it? Well, English keyboards are not a problem here
anymore. They run about $250 pesos. And as for
that roller ball mouse - TOSS IT! A basic optical
mouse is only $200 pesos these days.
It really doesn’t take much to update your system a little bit. You
don’t have to do all these suggestions at once. That’s the beauty of
it… you can add and change as you like.
That’s all my time for now. See you again next week. Until then,
Remember… only safe Internet!
Ron can be found at CANMEX Computers. Sales, Repairs,
Networking, Wi-Fi, Hardware upgrades, Graphic Design, Housecalls available. www.RonnieBravo.com, Cellular 044-322-1570688 or just email to CanMex@Gmail.com
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Smile!

Josh Freed: Al Jesteera covers
our summer of crisis
by JOSH FRED

I

’ve just learned that a reporter for a small Middle Eastern paper
called “Al Jesteera’’ has been in town, investigating the “Quebec student
crisis.’’ I’ve obtained his first report. An English translation follows:
Greetings, my revolutionary brothers!
I am thrilled to be in Montreal, latest stop in the global rebellion
against dictatorship.
First came the Tunisian, Egyptian and Libyan Awakenings – and now
the Great Quebec Awakening, where revolutionary students have massed
to overthrow the brutal Liberal government and their strongman Charest.
As a specialist covering revolutions from Afghanistan to Zagreb, I
arrived with my standard survival gear: bulletproof vest, bottled water
(“Clearly Jordanian”) and freeze-dried falafel.
Before arriving today, I read numerous international news reports
about Montreal – a city reportedly in chaos from protests against Bill 78
– a repressive new law that apparently makes the Mullahs of Iran seem
like democrats.
Now – I’m off to the streets to see the revolution in action. My
eyewitness account follows:
June 24: How exciting! The very day I arrived, the city was occupied by
armies of rebel protesters who marched through the streets flying Quebec
flags in honour of “St. Jean” – obviously some past revolutionary hero.
Many in the crowd beat pots and pans, perhaps in reference to the
tinpot dictator Charest. Or maybe it was just the hungry demanding food.
I am unsure.
One young protester generously offered me his casseroles to beat but
I confess it was hard – back home I have only one pot and it is very
precious.
June 28: Today vast throngs converged downtown to see freedomfighting artists at giant gatherings in the Quartier des Spectacles –
Montreal’s Tahrir Square.
This took great courage since the area was cordoned off by plain
clothes secret police in T-shirts bearing the strange English word
“Jazzfest.” Given how people obeyed them, these jazz paramilitaries are
as fearsome as were Gadhafi’s secret police,
They searched every knapsack, confiscating liquor like Iran’s
Revolutionary Guard – but then inexplicably sold their own liquor inside
the jazz area. Truly, the ways of the west are mysterious to me.
At night, great masses joined the jazz uprising – setting up temporary
stages where they played revolutionary music. Over 100,000 watched
rebel leader Rufus Wainwright sing freedom hymns – in the largest crush
of humanity I have seen since the fall of the Berlin Wall.
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Amidst the chaos I lost my water bottle and falafel rations. For
nourishment I purchased something called “poutine’’ – the French
spelling of Putin – evidently some tribute to Russia’s Vladimir Poutine.
The mood seemed festive, but I kept on my bulletproof vest. I remember
the first innocent days of Tahrir Square.
That night, awake in my hotel, I heard the sound of loud artillery
explosions. Looking out, I saw the sky over the river lit up by apparent
tracer fire – all too familiar from my days covering Syria.
The Quebec army was obviously warning the rebels to abandon the
“jazzfest’’ area. Yet the crowds in the streets didn’t panic – they just
gazed at the illuminated sky in awe.
June 29: I did not leave my hotel bed all day as I was unwell. The
Russian “poutine’’ did not agree with me.
July 1: Tension had mounted during my absence. Downtown streets
were clogged with small trucks loaded with refugees fleeing the city.
Hundreds of thousands were abandoning their homes in one of the
largest exoduses since the Partition of India.
Many desperate souls dragged refrigerators and stoves down the
stairs. I asked one man carrying a sofa what was happening – and he
said ominously it was “Moving Day.’’ This was some code I didn’t
understand – so I asked where he was being relocated:
“To N.D.G,’’he said. Could these be the initials for the NationalDetention
Gulag?
July 9: Jazzfest ended days ago, but mass gatherings continue. Today
tens of thousands of African-Quebecers marched to demand their
rights. Many dressed in Caribbean garb and danced while carrying
incomprehensible signs saying “Carifiesta.’’
I joined in – and it was more fun than Arab Spring.
I am told another protest called Nuits d’Afriques begins now, then a
nihilist gathering that grimly calls itself The Comedy Festival. What a
strange place this city is, where warring parties dance together instead of
fight, bathed in music, not blood.
I have never seen this many nationalities coexist so happily, even in
the UN assembly.
Yet we never hear about this in world press coverage.
Brothers! The “Montreal situation’’ is obviously more complex than
we were led to believe. In fact, I am taking up temporary residency here
in Montreal. It is far more safe and festive than any war zone – or peace
zone – I have visited.
If this is Montreal during its “troubles,” imagine what it is like at peace.
P.S.: I am even learning to like poutine.
Josh Freed writes a humorous weekly column about everything from
potholes to politics to the pigeons who’ve taken over his back balcony in
Montreal. In both 2002 and 1997 he won the National Newspaper Award
for best Canadian columnist, while a collection of his columns also won
the Leacock Prize for humor.
Between columns, Josh is an award-winning documentary-maker whose
films have taken him from Mongolia and Russia to the North Pole. His
“Merchandising Murder” won the World Medal for Investigative Reporting
at the New York International TV Festival. He has also written several bestselling books. Josh is directionally-disabled, calligraphy-challenged and hairimpaired, as his regular readers know. But he believes that he who laughs,
lasts. His e-mail address is joshfreed49@gmail.com
© Copyright 2012 Josh Freed - No part of this article may be
reproduced without the express authorization of the author.
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Ongoing Events & More...
The Museum on the Isla Cuale is open Tues. to Sat., from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Free admission.

*****
Entrance to the Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) is also free,
featuring the “Gerkan” Solo Exhibit until Aug. 5

*****
The famous Voladores de Papantla perform every afternoon on the Malecon.

Mon., Tue., Fri. - 7 p.m. - Pre-Hispanic Dance - Parque Hidalgo
Tues. & Thur. - 9:30 & 10 a.m. - Zumba in Paradise! - at the PCC *
Tuesday - 5 p.m. - Kitty Bingo for the PuRR Project - at the PCC *
Wed. & Fri. - 1 p.m. - Beginners Spanish at the PCC *
Thursday - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band - the main square
Thursday - 6 p.m. - Community Bible Study led by Pastor Randy Barr - at the PCC *
Friday - 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. - PuRR Project Pet Adoptions - Plaza Marina
Friday & Saturday - 11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. - AngeliCat Pet Adoptions - at Plaza Caracol
Saturday - Pet Adoptions - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Los Mangos Public Library (every 2nd
Saturday - Market Co-Op - 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. - at the PCC * - see ad in this issue
Saturday - July 21st - 1 p.m. - Scavenger Hunt - for Pasitos de Luz. See separate ad in this
Sunday - 10:30 a.m. - Christian Worship in Paradise - at the PCC *
Sunday - 6 to 7 p.m. - Municipal Band, 7 to 8 p.m. - Danzon Music - In the main square
Sunday - 8 p.m. - Xiutla Dancers - at Los Arcos Amphitheater
* PCC = Paradise Community Center located at 127 Pulpito. Closed on Mondays.
For information & reservations - Cell: (322) 133-7263
AT THE NEW BOUTIQUE THEATER - Please visit www.boutiquetheatre.ca for more info
AT TEATRO VALLARTA - For info: www.teatrovallarta.com Tel.: 222-4525/4517/4475.
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Directories

Non-Profit Charitable Organizations

For visitors to Puerto Vallarta who wish to do a good deed for

the less privileged in our little paradise, this is a list of some of the
many organizations that could benefit from such kind gestures.
Asilo San Juan Diego home for the elderly - Contact: Lupita
Sanchez Covarrubias Tel. 222-1257 or malupita88@hotmail.com
or visit the website www.mexonline.com\asilosanjuandiego.htm
Asociación Down - The Foundation for assistance to persons with
Down’s Syndrome - Contact Ana Catalina Eisenring at 224-9577.
Banderas Bay Women’s Shelter - Safe shelter to women &
children victims of domestic violence. Enables women to become
financially independent through jobs, education and non-interest
micro loans, professional counseling for them & their children.
www.compassionforthefamily.org
Becas Vallarta, A.C. – provides scholarships to approximately 300
high school and university students. Donations are tax-deductible in
Mexico and the USA. Polly Vicars at (322) 223-1371 or Buri Gray
at (322) 221-5285. Website: www.puerto-vallarta.com/amf
Casa Hogar a shelter dedicated to improving the lives of
orphaned, abandoned, disadvantaged or vulnerable children.Contact: Luz Aurora Arredondo at 221-1908, Rita Millan (322)
141-6974. casamaximocornejo@gmail.com
Centro Comunitario SETAC-GLBT - provides essential
services to the GLBT community, including physical & mental
health treatment and referrals, education & recreation, free AA
meetings, English classes, HIV testing and counseling. Paco Arjona
224-1974 or paco@setac.com.mx
Clinica de Rehabilitación Santa Barbara - Rehabilitation of
the handicapped. Contact: Laura Lopez Portillo Rodriguez at 2242754.
CompassionNet Impact - forms strategic partnerships &
initiates programs that provide opportunities for people living in
chronic poverty to transform their own lives. Bookmobile, homes,
jobs creation, loans, English & computer classes, emergency food,
medicine & clothing, etc. Tax-deductible in Canada & the U.S.
Cell: (322) 133-7263. ric@4compassion.org
Cruz Roja (Red Cross) - handles hospital and emergency service
in Vallarta. It is the only facility that is authorized to offer assistance
to injured people on the street, transport them to their facility or
other ones indicated by the injured person. Contact: 222-1533, 2224973
Children of the Dump feeds over 3,000 children of the city
dump communities. Contact Mike Parker at + (360) 825-1099, or at
info@childrenofthedump.org or Pastor Saul Gonzalez at 222-9421
or saul@perdonamistad.com
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Discapacitados de Vallarta, A.C. (DIVAC) association of
handicapped individuals dedicated to helping one another.
Contact: Ivan Applegate at 221-5153.
Grupo Ecològico de Puerto Vallarta - Contact R.C. Walker at
222-0897, e-mail: rc_walkermx@yahoo.com.mx
International Friendship Club (IFC) - Assists the people
of Puerto Vallarta and environs. Donations are tax deductible in
Mexico. Tel.: 222-5466 or email ifc@pvmexico.com Website:
www.pvmexico.com/news/
Navy League - Helps in the transportation of donated supplies
and equipment from the U.S. to Puerto Vallarta. Contacts: Jerry
Lafferty at (322) 221-6156 or Jeff Miltenberger at navyleague@
prodigy.net.mx
New Life Mexico - a British Charity working in Mexico.
“Challenging Child Poverty with Health and Education
Programmes”. Contact: Philippa.VernonPowell@facebook.com
Pasitos de Luz (Mamas Unidas por la Rehabilitación de sus
Hijos) - substitute home for low income children with any type of
handicap, offers rehabilitation services and special support to their
families. 299-4146. www.pasitosdeluz.org
PEACE Mexico – Works on Protection, Education, Animal
health (free mobile spay/neuter program for cats & dogs), Culture,
Environment & economic development, with communities in the
Bay of Banderas area and beyond. Tax deductible in Canada & the
U.S. Gretchen@peacemexico.org or www.peacemexico.org
Pro Biblioteca de Vallarta raises funds for Los Mangos Public
Library. Tax-deductible receipts for Mexico and USA. Contacts:
Ricardo Murrieta at 224-9966 or Jimmie Ellis at 222-1478.
Proyecto Pitillal, “Busca un Amigo” - association created by
underprivileged mothers of paralyzed children who need society’s
help. Tel.: 299-44 95.
PuRR Project - a no-kill cat shelter with approx. 250 resident
felines living in a natural environment, un-caged, kittens in the
Kitten Nursery, on-site clinic with daily veterinarian services.
www.purrproject.com
Refugio Infantil Santa Esperanza Shelter for children.
Contacts: Madre Mari at 222-7857 or Sudy Coy at 222-5765.
Donations are tax-deductible in Canada and the U.S. www.ccshf.ca
SPCA PV – provides private vet costs for rescued animals,
volunteers to create & maintain a data base of adoptions, to walk
dogs at the foster home, Casita de Guadalupe, foster homes for
dogs & cats, trap & release program for feral cats, etc. www.
spcapv.com
Un Mañana Brillante (A Brighter Tomorrow) - partnership
of Americans and Canadians to support the Colegio MexicoAmericano. Contact: Margi Baughman. Email: mach1@prodigy.
net.mx or David Bender, email: dbender@prodigy.net.mx
Vallarta Botanical Gardens - Vision: to build Mexico’s
greatest botanical garden in the highlands of Jalisco, Mexico.
Research & education of plant life, city beautification programs,
bird watching, etc. Donations to the Vallarta Botanical Gardens
are tax deductible in the USA. Tel.: 223-6182 or email info@
vallartabotanicalgardensac.org.
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